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1 Introduction

Many years ago Samuelson (1969) and Merton (1969, 1971) derived the conditions under

which optimal portfolio decisions of long-term investors would not be different from those

of short-term investors. One important condition is that the investment opportunity set

remains constant over time. Among other things this implies that excess returns are not pre-

dictable. Interest in long-term portfolio management has been revived now that a growing

body of empirical research has documented predictability for various asset returns. Excess

stock returns appear related to valuation ratios like the dividend yield, price-earnings ratio,

and also to inflation and interest rates.1 Similarly, the term spread is a well-known predictor

of excess bond returns.2

A growing number of studies explores the implications of the changing investment op-

portunity set for long-term investors.3 As an insightful exploratory tool Campbell and

Viceira (2005) introduce a "term structure of the risk-return trade-off". They use this term

structure to show why time-varying expected returns lead to portfolios that depend on the

investment horizon. They focus on a long-term investor who has a choice between stocks

and long- and short-term bonds.

Typically these studies focus on an individual investor, who either is concerned about

final wealth or who solves a life-cycle consumption problem.4 In this paper we will focus on

the strategic asset allocation problem of an institutional investor, especially a pension fund.

We therefore extend the existing models to an asset and liability portfolio optimization

framework and expand the investment universe with assets that are nowadays part of the

pension fund investment portfolios. We explicitly include risky liabilities in the optimal

portfolio choice. Liabilities are a predetermined portfolio component in the institutional

investor’s portfolio with a negative portfolio weight and with a return that is subject to real
1 As a few references to this large literature we mention Barberis (2000) for work on the dividend yield,

Campbell and Shiller (1988) for the price-earnings ratio, Lettau a Ludvigson (2004) for the consumption-
wealth ratio. As the evidence is not uncontroversial we also refer to Goyal and Welch (2002) for a dissenting
view.

2 See for example the enormous amount of evidence against the expectations model of the term structure
reviewed in Dai and Singleton (2002, 2003).

3 We refer to Brennan, Schwartz and Lagnado (1996, 1997), Barberis (2000), Campbell, Chan and Viceira
(2003), Wachter (2002), Brandt and Santa-Clara (2004), Brennan and Xia (2004) and especially Campbell
and Viceira (2002).

4 See Barberis (2000) for an example of end-of-period wealth. See Campbell, Chan and Viceira (2003)
for an example with intermediate consumption.
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interest rate risk and inflation risk. The optimal portfolio for an institutional investor can

therefore be different from the portfolio of an individual investor. Assets that hedge against

long-term liabilities risk are valuable components for an institutional investor.

Second, we study the risk characteristics of other assets than stocks, bonds and cash at

various investment horizons. In this way we extend the term structure of the risk-return

trade-off of Campbell and Viceira (2005) for assets like credits, commodities, real estate

and hedge funds. We consider these assets in an "asset-only" context and also investigate if

these asset categories are a hedge against inflation and real rate risk at different investment

horizons. This gives insights into whether there is more than stocks and bonds in the

universe that is interesting for strategic asset allocation. Which asset classes have a "term

structure of risk" that is markedly different from that of stocks and bonds?

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 3 describes our model and

presents the estimation results. Like Campbell and Viceira (2005) we consider a vector

autoregression model to describe the time series properties of returns jointly with those

of macro-economic variables. Since we include more assets the dimension of our VAR is

larger. A large part of the section deals with parsimony of the model and with the problem

of handling asset classes for which we have a short time series of returns. Section 3 explores

the risk and hedging qualities of the asset classes at different horizons using the dynamics

implied by the vector autoregression. In section 4 we will derive optimal portfolios both in an

"asset-only" and an "asset-liability" context. We also use a certainty equivalent calculation

to estimate the costs of sub-optimal asset allocations that ignore either liabilities or the

alternative asset classes. Section 5 concludes.

2 Return dynamics

This section describes a vector autoregression for the return dynamics. The return dynamics

extend Campbell and Viceira (2002, 2005) and Campbell, Chan and Viceira (2003) in two

ways. First, we include more asset classes. Campbell, Chan and Viceira (2003) include

stocks, bonds and real interest rates. We augment this set with credits and alternatives

(i.e. listed real estate, commodities and hedge funds). We also add the credit spread as

an additional state variable driving expected returns. Second, we introduce risky liabilities
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to the VAR. These liabilities are compensated for price inflation during the holding period

(they are comparable to real coupon bonds (e.g. Treasury Inflation Protected Securities

(TIPS))). The return on risky liabilities follows the return of long-term (in our case 17

years constant maturity) real bonds.

Below we will first describe the model, then the data, and finally estimation results.

2.1 Model

As in Campbell, Chan and Viceira (2003) we describe the dynamics of the relevant variables

by a first-order VAR for quarterly data. Specifically, let

�� =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
�����

��

��

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ �

where ��� represents the real return on the 3-month T-bill; �� is a (�+�)-vector of excess

returns of assets and liabilities, and �� is a (�×1) vector of other state variables. The vector
of excess returns is split in two parts,

�� =

⎛⎝ �1��

�2��

⎞⎠ �

where �1 contains the quarterly excess returns, relative to the 3-month T-bill return (���),

on stocks (��) and bonds (��), and �2 is an �-vector containing excess returns on credits

(���), commodities (��	), hedge funds (�
), listed real estate (����), and the liabilities (�0).

This gives � = 2 and � = 5. The variables in �1 are the assets that are also included in the

model of Campbell, Chan and Viceira (2003). The variables in �2 are the additional asset

classes.

The vector with state variables �� contains � = 4 predictive variables: the nominal 3-

months interest rate (��	), the dividend price ratio (�	), the term spread (�	�) and the

credit spread (
�).

Altogether the VAR contains �+ �+ �+ 1 = 12 variables. For most time series, data

are available quarterly for the period 1952:III until 2003:IV. The exception are many of the

alternative asset classes in �2, for which the historical data are available for a much shorter
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period. Because of the large dimension of the VAR, and due to the missing data for the

early part of the sample, we can not obtain reliable estimates with an unrestricted VAR.

We deal with this problem in two ways: (i) by imposing a number of restrictions and (ii)

by making optimal use of the data information for estimating the dynamics of the series

with shorter histories.

The restrictions on the VAR concern the vector �2. The additional assets are assumed

to provide no dynamic feedback to the basic assets and state variables. For the subset of

variables,

�� =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
�����

��

�1��

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
we specify the subsystem unrestricted VAR

��+1 = �+�� + ��+1� (1)

where ��+1 has mean zero and covariance matrix Σ��. For the variables in �2 we use the

model

�2��+1 = 
+�0��+1 +�1�� +��2�� + ��+1� (2)

where �0 and �1 are unrestricted (�× (�+ � + 1)) matrices, and � = diag(�11� ��� �		)

is a diagonal matrix. The diagonal form of � implies that �2��� only affects the expected

return of itself, but not of the other additional assets. The shocks �� have zero mean and

covariance matrix Ω. Contemporaneous covariances are captured by �0. Without loss of

generality we can therefore set the covariance of �� and �� equal to zero.

Combining (1) and (2) the complete VAR can be written as

��+1 = Φ0 +Φ1�� + ��+1� (3)

where

Φ0 =

⎛⎝ �


+�0�

⎞⎠ � Φ1 =

⎛⎝  0

�1 +�0 �

⎞⎠ �

and �� has covariance matrix

Σ =

⎛⎝ Σ�� Σ���0
0

�0Σ�� Ω+�0Σ���
0
0

⎞⎠
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The form of (2), with the contemporaneous ��+1 among the regressors, facilitates efficient

estimation of the covariances between shocks in �� and �2� when the number of observations

in �2� is smaller than in ��. This approach is based on Stambaugh (1997) and makes

optimally use of all information in both the long and short time series. Furthermore it

ensures that the estimate of Σ is positive semi-definite. As in Campbell and Viceira (2005)

we assume that the errors are homoskedastic.

2.2 Data

Our empirical analysis is based on quarterly US data. Most data series start in 1952:III;

all series end in 2003:IV. However, data for commodities, hedge funds and listed real estate

are only available for a shorter history. Commodities start in 1970:I, hedge funds start in

1994:II, listed real estate starts in 1970:II.

The 90-days T-bill, the 10-years constant maturity yield and the credit yield (i.e.

Moody’s Seasoned Baa Corporate Bond Yield) are from the FRED website.5 In order

to generate the yield and credit spread we obtain the zero yield data from Duffee (2002).6

As these data are only available until 1998:04, we have extended the series using a similar

approach for the data after 1998:04. For inflation we use the non-seasonally adjusted con-

sumer price index for all urban consumers and all items also from the FRED website. Data

on stock returns and the dividend price ratio are based on the S&P Composite and are

from the "Irrational Exuberance" data of Shiller7. Credit returns are based on the Salomon

Brothers long-term high-grade corporate bond index, and are obtained from Ibbotson (until

1994:IV) and Datastream. Hedge fund returns are based on the CSFB Tremont hedge fund

price index. Commodity returns are based on the GSCI index, while the NAREIT series

forms the (listed) real estate returns.

All return series are in logarithms. We construct the gross bond return series ���+1 from

10 year constant maturity yields on US bonds using the approach described by Campbell,

Lo and MacKinlay (1997) which is given in (4).

���+1 = 1
4�−1��+1 −���(�−1��+1 − ���)� (4)

5 http://research.stlouisfed.org/fred2/
6 http://faculty.haas.berkeley.edu/duffee/affine.htm
7 http://aida.econ.yale.edu/~shiller/data.htm
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where � is the bond maturity, ��� = ln(1+���) is the yield on the �-period maturity bond

at time � and ��� is the duration which is approximated by

��� =
1− (1 + ���)

−

1− (1 + ���)−1
�

We approximate �−1��+1 by ���+1. Excess returns are constructed in excess of the logarithm

of the 90-day T-bill return, ���� = ��� − �����−1.

The liability return series is derived from (5) and also based on the loglinear transfor-

mation (4),

�0��+1 =
1
4����+1 −���(����+1 − ����) + ��+1 (5)

We assume that the pension fund pays unconditionally full indexation, therefore the liabil-

ities should be discounted by the real interest rate. The �−period real yield, ����+1, is the
(proprietary) Bridgewater 10 year US real interest rate. The liabilities are indexed by the

price inflation ��+1 of the corresponding quarter; the duration is assumed to be 17 years

(��� = 17), which is the average duration of pension fund liabilities.

To describe the liabilities of a pension fund as a constant maturity (index-linked) bond

we need to assume that the fund is in a stationary state. A sufficient condition for this to be

true, is that the distribution of the age cohorts and the built-up pension rights per cohort

are constant through time. Furthermore, we assume that the inflow from (cost-effective)

contributions equals the net present value of the new liabilities and that it equals the current

payments.

The first two terms (i.e. 14����+1 −���(����+1 − ����)) in (5) reflect the real interest

risk, whereas the third term reflects the inflation risk (i.e. ��+1). By definition TIPS would

be the risk free asset (although the returns of TIPS are based on the lagged inflation, ��).

However, we have not included TIPS in the analysis due to their short existence and because

the size of the market is not large enough to allow investors to hedge all there liabilities

with them. So implicitly we assume an incomplete market with respect to inflation, which

could be realistic in the case of pension liabilities.

Return series of illiquid assets are often characterized by their high returns, low volatility

and low correlation with other series. Hedge funds are a good example in this context.

Asness, Krail and Liew (2001) and Brooks and Kat (2001) note that hedge fund managers
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can smooth profits and losses in a particular month by spreading them over several months,

hereby reducing the volatilities. Underestimation of volatility can make a return class more

attractive in asset allocation than it actually is in reality. Geltner (1991, 1993) discusses

the methodologies to unsmooth return series to make them comparable to the more liquid

assets. He proposes the autocorrelation in returns as a measure of illiquidity. Geltner (1991,

1993) suggests to construct unsmoothed return series as

�∗� =
�� − ���−1
1− �

(6)

where �� is the original smoothed return series, � is the first order autocorrelation coeffi-

cient and �∗� is the unsmoothed return series which will be used in the VAR.8 Note that the

unsmoothed series have the same mean as the smoothed series. We have applied this un-

smoothing for hedge fund returns in the same way as Brooks and Kat (2001). As Posthuma

and Van der Sluis (2003) show that the reported historical returns of hedge funds are on

an annual basis 4.35 percent too high due to among others the back-fill bias, we have cor-

rected the returns of the hedge fund series by subtracting an annual 4.35 percent from the

published returns. Note that this adjustment only affects the average returns, but does not

influence the risk properties.

Apart from the return series we include four other variables that drive long-term risks.

The real T-bill return is defined as the difference between the nominal T-bill return and

the price inflation. The log of the dividend price ratio of the S&P Composite is used. The

yield spread is computed as the difference between the log 10-year zeros yield and the log

90-day T-bill. In addition, the difference between the log BAA yield and the log 10-years

US Treasury is included as the credit spread.

These state variables are common in the literature. Several empirical studies sug-

gest macro-economic variables that capture important dynamics in future returns: divi-

dend price ratio (Campbell and Shiller (1988)), nominal short-term interest rate (Camp-

bell (1987)), yield spread between short-term and long-term bonds (Campbell and Shiller

(1991)). Cochrane and Piazessi (2002) find that a linear combination of forward rates pre-

dicts bond returns well, while Lettau and Ludvigson (2001) find that fluctuations in the
8 Alternatively, if we would include the unsmoothed series, the VAR would take care of the unsmooth-

ing. This would lead to the same long-term volatility, but it would seriously underestimate the short-term
volatility. Unsmoothing produces more representative short term volatilities.
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consumption-wealth ratio are strong predictors of stock returns. Campbell, Chan and Vi-

ceira (2003) and Campbell and Viceira (2005) include the short-term nominal interest rate,

yield spread and dividend price ratio in the VAR. They find that the dividend price ratio

helps predicting future stock returns. Furthermore, Campbell, Chan and Viceira (2003) find

that shocks in the nominal short rate are strongly correlated with shocks in excess bond

returns. In addition the yield spread is helpful in predicting future excess bond returns.

Brandt and Santa-Clara (2004) study conditional asset allocation using the dividend-yield,

term spread, default spread and the nominal T-bill rate.

Furthermore, Fama and French (1989) link state variables as the dividend yield, credit

spread and yield spread to the business cycle. They argue that the risk premia for investing

in both bonds, yield spread, and corporate bonds, credit spread, are high in contraction

periods and low in expansion periods. The opposite applies to the dividend price ratio

which is high in expansion periods and low in contraction periods. Since both the dividend

yield and the credit spread adjust very slowly over time, they describe the long run business

cycles. The yield spread, on the other hand, is less persistent and describes shorter business

cycles. Moreover, Cochrane (2001) shows that the explanatory power of the price dividend

ratio to stock returns is substantial for longer horizon returns. He considers stocks returns

on a 1 year horizon to a 5 year horizon.

Table 1 reports summary statistics of the data. Due to the different starting dates, the

statistics must be interpreted with some care. Credits have a higher return than duration

equivalent bonds. This is reflected in the higher Sharpe ratio (0.19 versus 0.15); the mean

return of commodities is similar to that of the stocks although the volatility is higher

(18.49% vs. 15.89%), which results in a lower Sharpe ratio. Although listed real estate is

often seen as equivalent to equity (see e.g. Froot (1995)) it has a lower return and a higher

volatility than stocks, which results in a lower Sharpe ratio of 0.29. Hedge funds have the

second highest Sharpe ratio (0.40) and thus remain one of the most attractive investment

categories in our sample from a risk-return perspective.
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2.3 Estimation results

Table 2 reports the parameter estimates of the subsystem VAR in (1) on the quarterly data

1952:03-2003:IV. Correlations and standard deviations are given in Table 3. The quarterly

standard deviations are on the diagonal.

Excess stocks returns are explained by the nominal interest rate, dividend price ratio

and the credit spread. These are the only variables which have an absolute t-value above

2. The negative correlation of shocks in the dividend price ratio and credit spread with

shocks in stocks returns implies that a positive innovation in the credit spread or dividend

price ratio has a negative effect on contemporaneous stock returns. The significant positive

coefficients, however, predict that next period stock returns rise. In this way both the credit

spread and the dividend price ratio imply mean reversion in stocks returns.

The return on Treasuries is related to the yield spread (t-value larger than 3). Although

less significant, the nominal interest rate and stock returns also seem to capture some

dynamics in expected returns. The nominal interest rate is a mean-reversion mechanism in

bond returns, whereas the covariance structure of the term spread leads to a mean aversion

part. The �2 of 8% implies that Treasury returns are difficult to explain, even more difficult

than stocks which have an �2 of 10%. Nevertheless, a low �2 on quarterly basis implies a

higher �2 on an annual basis. Moreover, Campbell and Thompson (2004) show that even

a very small �2 can be economically meaningful because it can lead to large improvements

in portfolio performance.

The state variables serve as predictor variables. The coefficients of both the nominal

interest rate (1.03) and the dividend price ratio (0.95) on their own lags indicate that these

series are very persistent. The maximal eigenvalue of the coefficient matrix equals 0.977.

The system is stable, but close to being integrate of order one. Although the credit spread

is less persistent than the dividend price ratio, its autocorrelation coefficient (0.78) is higher

than that of the yield spread (0.68). These results are in line with the reasoning of Fama

and French (1989). They argue that the dividend yield and the credit spread describe long

run business cycles, while the yield spread captures business cycles in the shorter run.

Since some of the state variables are very persistent, they might well have a unit root. As

in the models of Brennan, Schwartz and Lagnado (1997), Campbell and Viceira (2002) and
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Campbell, Chan and Viceira (2003) we do not adjust the estimates of the VAR for possible

small sample biases related to near non-stationarity of some series (see e.g. Stambaugh

(1999), Bekaert and Hodrick (2001) and Campbell and Yogo (2004)).

The return dynamics of the remaining asset classes are not described by the unrestricted

VAR in (1). A serious concern when extending the number of asset classes is the accuracy

of the coefficient estimates. The number of parameters in the VAR increases quadratically

with the number of additional series. Therefore we model the additional asset classes in the

separate model in (2). In order to improve the precision of the estimates further, we also

impose restrictions on the coefficients and we make optimal use of the data information for

estimating the dynamics of the series with shorter histories. By this approach we try to

mitigate error maximization problems in the optimal portfolio choice. As we are typically

interested in the risk properties and hedging portfolios we do not change the constant term.

As a consequence the unconditional mean implied by the VAR is the unconditional mean

in the historical data.

Table 4 shows the estimation results for �2. The credits are well explained by bonds, its

own lagged return, the change of the credit spread and the change of the long yield (�2 =

0�91). Commodities have as much (or as little) predictability as stocks and bonds (�2 =

0�11); the negative exposure to stocks confirms the findings of Gorton and Rouwenhorst

(2004). The real estate series are rather well explained by contemporaneous bonds, stocks

and term spreads. The exposure to stocks reflects the fact, that the real estate series are

derived using the listed series. Hedge funds are only explained by the contemporaneous

stocks, which is in line with Asness, Krail and Liew (2001). Finally the liabilities are

mainly driven by real T-bills, bonds and the change in the long yield. The exposure to the

change in the long yield reflects the higher duration of liabilities.
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3 Risk and hedging at different horizons

This section discusses the long-run covariance structure of assets and liabilities.9 We first

consider the term structure of risk of all individual assets. Next we consider the covariances

of stocks and bonds with the other asset classes, liabilities and inflation. Horizon effects in

the correlations between asset classes follow from the return dynamics implied by the VAR

model. The inflation hedging characteristics are derived using the nominal returns, while

the liability hedging properties follow from the correlations of the real returns with the real

liabilities.

3.1 Time diversification

The first set of implications of the VAR model concerns the time diversification properties.

Figure 1 shows the annualized conditional standard deviation of cumulative excess holding

period returns of all asset classes.

Results for stocks, bonds and T-bills are similar to Campbell and Viceira (2005). Stocks

are less risky in the long run: the standard deviation equals 15% in the first quarter, 11%

after 10 years and just below 9% after 25 years. The decrease in the annualized volatility is

caused by two effects. As in Campbell and Viceira (2005) a positive shock in stock returns

results in an immediate negative shock in dividend price ratio, and therefore lower expected

future returns. In our model this effect is reinforced by the credit spread. A negative

shock in the credit spread results in an immediate positive shock in stock returns, but the

tightening of the credit spread today predicts a lower stock return in next period. This

initial increase followed by a decrease in returns is the mean reversion and leads to time

diversification.

We find similar mean reversion in bonds. A negative shock in the short rate induces

a positive shock in bond returns, and subsequently predicts next period bond returns to

decrease. In contrast, shocks in the term spread variable are positively related with current

bond returns and they predict positive bond returns for the next period as well. As the

9 Prudence is called for the interpretation risk properties at very long horizons. Our sample size induces
us not to put too much emphasis on these characteristics, because estimation risks might accumulate. Of
course, the risk characteristics and hedging properties that we derive in this section are implied by the way
we have described the return dynamics of our economic environment.
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short rate is more persistent than the spread, the mean reverting effect of the short rate

dominates. As a consequence, annualized standard deviations of bond returns are much

lower in the long run than in the short run: it decreases from 10% after one quarter to 6%

after 25 years.

Credits show time diversification as well. Mean reversion is the result of the predictabil-

ity of the returns from the credit spread and the high correlation with bonds (correlations

are all above 90%, see also Figure 3). The coefficient estimates are significant and positive,

while the shocks are negatively correlated. The short term volatility of credits is below that

of bonds, which is due to a combination of lower duration of the credits and the negative

correlation between credit spreads and yield changes.

In contrast to the mean reverting assets, investing in the 90-day T-bill is more risky

in the long run due to the reinvestment risk. For longer investment horizons the risk of

reinvesting in the 90-day T-bill approaches the one of a rolling investment in 10 year bonds

(See e.g. Campbell and Viceira (2002)). Additionally, we observe persistence in the inflation

process, meaning that inflation is a long-term risk factor.

Since table 4 shows that listed real estate is mainly driven by stocks (as it is partly

included in most indices) and bonds, its volatility pattern is also a combination of that of

the two asset categories: the decrease of the volatility over the horizon is less than that of

the stocks.

No time diversification is observed in commodities. In the regression analysis we only

found a significant effect of stocks and the real T-bill rate. Since stocks are mean-reverting

and the T-bill exhibits mean-aversion, it is not surprising that their combined effect results

in a flat term structure of risk.

Hedge fund returns show some mean reversion, which is due to the fact that is explained

by stocks. Also the fact, that the return series of hedge funds are unsmoothed, will have an

effect on the observed pattern.

Finally, the liability risk shows mean reversion as well. Liabilities are the sum of long

term real bond returns plus inflation. The real bond returns exhibit mean reversion, whereas

inflation does not. The total effect is a modestly downward sloping term structure of risk.

In summary, we find that the return dynamics imply mean reversion for stocks, bonds,
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credits, listed real estate and the liabilities. This means that a long term holding period

investor can benefit from time diversification in these asset classes. The risk of hedge funds

and commodities hardly exhibits horizon effects.

3.2 Risk diversification

In the previous section we considered diversification possibilities within an asset class. This

section describes diversification possibilities between asset classes. We show the correlations

between several asset classes over different horizons.

Figure 2 shows that there are substantial horizon effects in the correlation between real

returns on stocks and other asset classes. The risk diversification with bonds is the strongest

in the very short (around 25%) and the long run (it reduces to 47% for a 25-year horizon).

For investors with a medium term investment horizon the correlation can be up to 67%.

Risk diversification possibilities between stocks and credits are quite similar to those of

bonds. The correlation is slightly higher than that of bonds at all horizons, from 33% in

the short-term to 51% in the long-term.

Listed real estate is often seen as similar to equity. This is supported by the high

correlation (57%) between stocks and listed real estate at short investment horizons. This

correlation diminishes, however, with the investment horizon.

Like Campbell and Viceira (2005) we find that the correlation between stocks and the

T-bill is high for short horizons (47%) but this reduces to 2.5% after 25 years. Horizon

effects are much weaker in the correlation between stocks and hedge funds. The correlation

moves from 55% for short horizons towards 33% in the long run. The magnitude of the

short term correlation is in line with the findings in Brooks and Kat (2001).

Since the correlation between stocks and commodities is negative at all horizons, they

have the best risk diversifying properties relative to stocks. It changes from -22% for a

quarterly horizon, to -18% at a 25 year horizon. The negative correlations are in line with

Gorton and Rouwenhorst (2004), who also find negative correlations for quarterly, annual

and 5-year returns. They show that the negative correlation is due to the different behavior

over the business cycle. Commodities are interesting as diversification opportunity both for

short-term as well as long-term investors.
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Horizon effects show that the correlation of stocks with bonds and credits first rise, but

then reduce with the holding period, whereas the correlation with the T-bill, real estate

and hedge funds steadily reduces across the horizon. This suggests that diversification is

stronger at longer horizons.

Figure 3 shows that the risk diversification properties between bonds and the other asset

categories change over the investment horizon as well. Commodities seem again to be the

best diversifier, but hardly horizon dependent. The correlation is negative at all horizons

and stays between -11% and -16%, which is confirmed by Gorton and Rouwenhorst (2004)

and Ankrim and Hensel (1993).

The correlation of bonds with the T-bill has a U-shape. It starts high for short horizons

at 50%, reduces to a low of 7.5% for the medium term and rises again at longer horizons.

Most other asset classes exhibit a hump-shaped term structure of correlation. Correlations

increase at short horizons and fall at medium and long horizons. As expected, bonds are

highly correlated with credits at all horizons: correlation is always more then 90%.

Stocks and real estate show a very similar pattern. Froot (1995) explains that similar

factors (e.g. productivity of capital and labor) drive both stocks and real estate and that

lots of corporate assets are invested in real estate anyway. In this sense real estate does not

seem like a very different asset class. Hedge funds have a low correlation for short horizons

(18%), which increases to a maximum at 5 years (32%).

3.3 Inflation hedging qualities

Inflation risk is a well-known problem to long-term investors and typically in "asset-liability"

management. As inflation reduces the value of nominal liabilities, pension funds generally

have the ambition to index their pension payments by inflation. In our definition of the

liabilities in (5) inflation risk is one of the two risk factors. From this perspective the

institutional investor should try to adjust his asset mix to hedge the exposure to inflation

risk. This section examines the potential of stocks, bonds and the alternatives as a hedge

against inflation for different investment horizons. Since inflation is not explicitly included

in the VAR, we construct its properties from the difference between the real T-bill return

and the lagged nominal interest rate (i.e. �� = ��	�� − �����).
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Figure 4 shows the correlation of nominal asset returns with inflation across investment

horizons. The inflation hedging qualities of most assets change substantially with the hori-

zon. These hedging properties seem to differ radically in the short, medium and long term.

All asset classes are a better hedge against inflation in the long run than in the short run,

while the hedging qualities differ between the assets.

Overall we find that the T-bill quickly catches up with inflation changes. As a conse-

quence the T-bill seems the best inflation hedge at all horizons among the asset classes we

considered (it even reaches a correlation of 0.97 after 7 years). This is achieved by rolling

over 3-months T-bills, which ensures that the lagged inflation is incorporated. At longer

horizons bonds and credits are good inflation hedges as well (correlation of 0.65 after 25

years), whereas the short term hedging qualities are poor due to the inverse relationship

between yield changes and bond prices. The return loss due to yield increases has to be

locked in at each rebalancing date before the inflation hedge can improve in the long run.

The positive long term correlations are mainly due to the use of constant maturity bonds,

whereas Campbell and Viceira (2005) show that holding bonds to maturity is akin to accu-

mulating inflation risk. The negative short term hedging qualities of credits is also related

to the negative relation between inflation and real economic growth. Therefore the credit

spread widens in business cycles downturns, which leads to a negative return.

Stocks also turn out to be a good inflation hedge in the long run and a poor one in

the short run, consistent with the large existing literature on this relation. Fama (1981)

argues that inflation, acting as a proxy for real activity, leads to the negative short-term

correlation. Increasing inflation would lead to lower real economic activity and this leads

to lower stock returns. The positive inflation hedge potential in the long run could be

explained by the effect that inflation has on the present value calculation of stock prices.

Campbell and Shiller (1988a) distinguish two offsetting effects. First, inflation increases

the discount rates which lowers stock prices. Second, inflation rises future dividends, which

increases stocks prices. They argue that due to price rigidities in the short run, the net

effect will be negative in the short run, but positive in the long run. The hedging qualities

of both stocks and bonds are in line with the findings of Gorton and Rouwenhorst (2004).

Commodity prices move both in the short and the long term along with inflation, which
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makes them very attractive from an inflation hedge perspective. They have very stable

inflation hedge qualities (correlation of 0.30 for investment horizons longer than 5 years)

and for investment horizons up to 20 years they are the second best inflation hedge after

the T-bill. Bodie (1983) already showed that the risk-return trade-off of a portfolio in an

inflationary environment can be improved by inclusion of a portfolio of commodity futures

to a portfolio consisting of stocks and bonds: the returns on the latter are negatively

affected by inflation, whereas commodities tend to do well when there is unanticipated

inflation, because commodity and consumer prices tend to move together. Gorton and

Rouwenhorst (2004) also note that as "futures prices include information about foreseeable

trends in commodity prices, they rise and fall with unexpected deviations from components

of inflation".

Listed real estate behaves like stocks in the short run from an inflation hedge perspective,

although stocks are a slightly better inflation hedge in the long run. This is again in line

with the observation that listed real estate behaves like stocks. Hedge funds are better

inflation hedges in the short run than most assets, but they still have a negative inflation

hedge potential. As hedge fund returns are often seen as Libor plus an alpha component,

the inflation hedge qualities may come from the Libor part of the return which moves with

the lagged inflation, which results in a positive long term correlation.

3.4 Real interest rate hedging qualities

This section studies the potential of stocks, bonds and alternatives (in real terms) as a

hedge against liability risk at different investment horizons. The liabilities of pension funds

are the present value of future obligations, discounted at a real interest rate. Liability risk

is associated with both the future obligations as well as the discount factor. Both inflation,

affecting the future obligations, as well as the discount rate lead to liability risk. Our time

series of liability returns accounts for both types of risks (see (5)).

Figure 5 shows that the liability hedge potentials of the asset classes change substan-

tially with the investment horizon as well. Among the asset classes in our model nominal

bonds provide the best liability hedge. They have a correlation of around 75% at an annual

investment horizon. Due to cumulative inflation the correlation reduces to 35% on the long
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run. The hedging qualities of credits mimic those of the bonds. The mismatch between the

quarterly inflation compensation of the liabilities and the expected long inflation implicitly

in the long yields underlying the investment strategies becomes more severe at longer hori-

zons. As a consequence, due to this cumulative inflation shocks the liability hedge potential

of bonds and credits reduces across the investment horizon.

The term structure of risk for real estate is hump-shaped. In the short run the liability

hedging correlation is around 12%; it reaches a maximum at the six year horizon with a

correlation of 32%; it then falls to 20% at a 25 year horizon. We observe a similar hump-

shaped correlation pattern for stocks: it reaches its maximum of 29% at around 10 years.

As before, commodities are very different. The hedge potential is limited at all horizons

Finally, the short real T-bill has a positive liability hedge potential of 10% correlation

in the short run, but after 1 year it is already negative. It converges to -67% in the long

run.

4 Strategic asset liability management

4.1 Model

In this section we present the optimal mean-variance portfolio choice for a buy-and-hold

investor. We compare the optimal holdings of an "asset-only" investor who is only concerned

about the real return of his investment with the optimal portfolio of an investor with risky

liabilities. Campbell and Viceira (2002, 2005) solve the mean-variance problem for an

"asset-only" investor with equity, bonds and cash as the financial instruments. In this

section we add risky liabilities into their mean-variance framework.

Campbell and Viceira (2005) formulate the mean-variance problem for an investor with

a horizon of � periods as

max
��(�)

lnE�
h
1 +�

(�)
���+�

i
− 1

2��
2
�(�) (7)

where �
(�)
���+� is the cumulative return of the asset portfolio from � to � + �; �2�(�) is the

conditional variance of �-period cumulative log-returns; and ��(�) is the set of weights in

the asset mix. This formulation of the mean-variance problem is equivalent to maximizing
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power utility of wealth over a �-period horizon. The investor chooses his optimal portfolio

at the beginning of the first period, and he does not rebalance his portfolio. Although this

is a static framework, it enables the investor to benefit from time-diversification properties

of the assets. To obtain a closed-from solution for the optimal portfolio choice, Campbell

and Viceira (2002) approximate the expectation of the simple return in (7) to obtain

max
��(�)

E�
h
�
(�)
���+�

i
+ 1

2�
2
�(�)− 1

2��
2
�(�) (8)

where lower case � = ln(1 + �) and �
(�)
���+� =

P�
�=1 ����+� for any asset �. Using log-linear

approximations the logarithmic portfolio return is rewritten as

�
(�)
���+� = �

(�)
����+� + �0�(�)�̃

(�)
�+� +

1
2�

0
�(�)�

2
�(�)− 1

2�
0
�(�)Σ��(�)��(�)� (9)

where �̃� is the vector of excess returns excluding the liabilities �0 as they are not an

investable asset, and where

Σ��(�) = Var(�̃(�)�+�)

�2�(�) = diag(Σ��(�))�

as in Campbell and Viceira (2005). Noting that the T-bill rate ��� is not a riskfree return

for a long-run investor, the portfolio variance is,

�2�(�) = �2��(�) + �0�(�)Σ��(�)��(�) + 2�
0
�(�)�����(�) (10)

where �����(�) is the vector of covariances of excess log-returns with the 3-month T-bill.

Substituting (9) and (10) in the mean-variance problem (8) leads to a quadratic optimization

problem with solution

��(�) =
1

�
Σ−1�� (�)

¡
��(�) +

1
2�
2
�(�)

¢− (1− 1
�
)Σ−1�� (�)�����(�)� (11)

where ��(�) is the vector of expected excess returns over a �-period horizon. As is well-

known, the portfolio has two components: the speculative demand and hedging demand.

Infinitely risk-averse investors (� → ∞) invest in the global minimum variance portfolio

−Σ−1�� (�)�����(�). Explicit expressions for the quantities ��(�), Σ��(�), and �����(�) are

provided in the appendix.
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We now turn to the portfolio choice of an "asset-liability" investor. Following Leibowitz,

Kogelman and Bader (1994) we approach "asset-liability" management from a funding ratio

return perspective. The funding ratio is defined as the ratio of assets over liabilities. The

funding ratio log-return �� is then defined as the return of the assets minus the return on

the liabilities,

�
(�)
���+� = �

(�)
���+� − �

(�)
���+� (12)

The difference between the "asset-only" investor and the "asset-liability" investor is the

benchmark against which they measure their returns. The "asset-only" investor cares about

financial returns in excess of inflation; the "asset-liability" investor considers returns in

excess of the liabilities. Subtracting the 3-month T-bill benchmark form both assets and

liabilities, and applying the log-linearization, the funding ratio return is equal to

�
(�)
���+� = �0�(�)�̃

(�)
�+� − �

(�)
0��+� +

1
2�

0
�(�)�

2
�(�)− 1

2�
0
�(�)Σ��(�)��(�) (13)

where �0 are the excess returns (relative to the 3-month T-bill) of the liabilities defined in

section 2.2. Since we solve the optimization problem in real terms, we implicitly assume

that the liabilities are fully indexed by price inflation.

The variance of the funding ratio return, called the mismatch risk, is equal to

�2� (�) = �20(�) + �0�(�)Σ��(�)��(�)− 2�0�(�)�0�(�) (14)

The optimization problem for the "asset-liability" investor is

max
��(�)

E�
h
�
(�)
���+�

i
− 1

2(� − 1)�2� (�) (15)

from which we obtain the optimal portfolio as

��(�) =
1

�
Σ−1�� (�)

¡
��(�) +

1
2�
2
�(�)

¢
+ (1− 1

�
)Σ−1�� (�)�0�(�) (16)

The speculative component of the "asset-liability" investor is the same as for the "asset-

only" investor. The difference is in the hedging component of the portfolio. The best

liability hedging portfolio correspond to minimizing the mismatch risk (14). The difference

in sign between (11) and (16) is due to the short position in the liabilities instead of the

long position in the T-bill. Liabilities are not an investable asset themselves. The "asset-

liability" investor invests in the risky assets, but cannot invest in the risky benchmark. In
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a complete market the best liability hedging portfolio would consist of a portfolio of TIPS

that perfectly match the risky liabilities.

4.2 Optimal portfolio choice

We solve the optimal portfolio choice based on the mean variance problem (7) for the "asset-

liability" investor using (16). In order to make it comparable to the "asset-only" asset

allocation we also compute the optimal portfolio in (11). We use the covariance matrix of

cumulative returns, which changes with the investment horizon and the unconditional full

sample mean of the asset returns.

Obviously, the coefficient of risk aversion, �, depends on the risk attitude of the investor.

For an investor with risky liabilities the initial funding ratio could influence the level of risk

tolerance. If the initial funding ratio is far above one, the investor may not need to take

any mismatch risk because the value of the assets are more than sufficient to meet the

liabilities. On the other hand, he might still decide to take some risk to reduce contribution

rates because he has a downside risk buffer anyway. If the funding ratio is below one, the

investor could decide to take risk in exchange for a higher expected return to raise the asset

value above the liabilities and extricate him from underfunding. Leibowitz and Hendriksson

(1989) express the degree of risk aversion as a shortfall constraint that is determined by

the initial funding ratio. In this approach the shortfall constraint requires that the funding

ratio stays above some minimum acceptance level. Below we examine the optimal portfolio

choice for different risk attitudes, � =5, 10, 20, ∞.
Our first set of results pertains to the strategic asset allocation for an investor who is

extremely risk averse (� → ∞). This results in the best liability hedging portfolio (LHP)
and the global minimum variance (GMV) portfolio for the "asset-liability" and "asset-only"

investor, respectively. These portfolios do not depend on expected returns. The results are

shown in Table 5 for a 1, 5, 10 and 25 year investment horizon. At the 1-year horizon the

GMV portfolio is entirely invested in the T-bill, exactly as in Campbell and Viceira (2005).

At the 25-year horizon 15% of the asset mix is invested in other assets like stocks, credits

and commodities. Here the results are different from Campbell and Viceira (2005), as the

latter three asset classes drive bonds out of the GMV.
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The best liability hedge portfolio is quite different. At the 1-year horizon the risk averse

"asset-liability" investor chooses bonds (54%) and T-bills (60%) in his asset mix. Although

in section 3.4 we found that the T-bill is not a very good real interest rate hedge, here it

turns out that it still a good investment as it has low risks at all, and particularly at short

horizons. Bonds were are the best real rate hedge, and therefore have a high weight in the

LHP. For longer horizons we observe that the T-bill and bonds are replaced by other assets.

Despite the bad long real rate hedge of the T-bill, it still has a high weight in the LHP,

because of its better risk diversification properties at particularly longer horizons. Credits

get a substantial weight (17% at a 25 year horizon) in the LHP, because they are the second

best real rate hedge. They replace bonds to some part, because the risk diversification seems

to win from the slightly better real rate hedge properties of bonds. Although commodities

do not hedge against liability risk and have a high volatility, they have a positive weight

in the portfolio at all horizons simply because they are a good risk diversifier to the other

asset classes. Hedge funds and real estate are not in the LHP.

A less risk averse investor will deviate from the LHP or GMV portfolios to benefit

from higher expected returns. In Table 6 we show the strategic asset allocation for an

"asset-liability" and an "asset-only" investor for different degrees of risk aversion.

An "asset-liability" investor with a 1 year horizon typically invests in hedge funds, bonds

and commodities. Hedge funds are in the optimal portfolio for their return enhancement

qualities, at the cost of stocks and real estate, because hedge funds have a higher Sharpe

ratio and a high correlation with stocks at the one-year horizon. Bonds are in the portfolio

for their liability-hedge qualities and their low correlation with all other assets. Commodities

are particularly interesting as a risk diversifier. Combined with the high Sharpe ratio of

commodities this explains the substantial positive weight of this asset class. These effects

become stronger the lower the risk aversion.

Risk diversification is a dominant investment motive at longer horizons. The mean

reverting character of stocks results in increasing weights at longer horizons. In addition,

credits replace bonds to some extent. As could be expected from the flat term structure

of risk of commodities, their portfolio weight is stable over the investment horizon. The

weight increases at lower levels of risk aversion, due to the high Sharpe ratio of commodities.
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Listed real estate does not seem to add much in portfolio context, except at low levels of

risk aversion.

An "asset-only" investor will choose a very different portfolio. The T-bill has a positive

and high weight at a risk aversion of 20, because it has low risk. For lower levels of risk

aversion the weight of T-bills reduces due to the low return expectations. The poor liability-

hedge properties, which were dominant from the "asset-liability" perspective, are not an

issue here. Also, stocks are much more attractive due to the high Sharpe ratio. The weights

of fixed income securities (bonds and credits) has reduced substantially. They were the best

real rate hedged, but again, that is no issue any longer. The "asset-only" investor moves

out of fixed income due to their low expected returns and high correlation with stocks in

the medium and long-term.

The difference between "asset-only" and "asset-liability" portfolios are much smaller for

commodities, listed real estate and hedge funds. Listed real estate behaves like stocks, but

with a lower Sharpe ratio. In line with Froot (1995) we find that listed real estate does

not add much value to a well-diversified portfolio. Hedge funds and commodities remain

attractive because of their return enhancement. In addition, commodities are also attractive

for risk diversification within the asset mix.

In summary, we found that, due to the high correlation with real rates, fixed income

securities are more interesting for an "asset-liability" investor than for an "asset-only"

investor. The high correlation of fixed income with stocks in the medium and long-term

and the higher Sharpe ratio of stocks make stocks more attractive for an "asset-only"

investor. Although the low risk of T-bills makes them attractive for a highly risk averse

"asset-only" investor, their poor liability-hedging qualities are dominant for the "asset-

liability" investor. The portfolio weights of hedge funds, commodities and listed real estate

are not very sensitive to the inclusion of liabilities. Commodities are not only interesting

for their high Sharpe ratio, but also for their good risk diversifying qualities. Listed real

estate does not seem to add much in an already diversified portfolio.
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4.3 Economic evaluation

In this section we consider the costs of suboptimal portfolios, and whether these costs are

associated with expected returns, with asset risk diversification or with the liability-hedge

potential.

In practice, investors could adopt another asset allocation than in (11) or (16) for reasons

of liquidity, reputation risk or legal constraints. Liquidity forms a restriction as the desired

allocation to an asset class is not available in the market at realistic transaction costs.

Reputation risk comes in as most investors are evaluated and compared to their peers and

competitors, while legal constraints could follow from rules which restrict investments to

specific classes (e.g. no hedge funds are allowed). An investor could be reluctant to invest

in alternatives if its peers only invest in more traditional assets as stocks and bonds. In this

case it is interesting to evaluate the economic benefits or losses from ignoring alternative

assets.

We use the certainty equivalent to evaluate the economic loss of deviating from the

optimal strategic asset allocation. We define the economic loss of holding some sub-optimal

portfolio �0 instead of the optimal portfolio by computing the percentage riskfree return

the investor requires to be compensated for holding the sub-optimal portfolio �0 instead of

��(�) in (16). For the "asset-liability" investor the certainty equivalent is defined as the

percentage with which the initial funding ratio should increase to compensate the investor

for suboptimal investing. It is computed as the difference between the mean-variance utility

of the two portfolios. Substituting (13) and (14) into (15) and subtracting the utility from

an arbitrary portfolio gives

 �(�) = (��(�)− �0)
0 ¡��(�) +

1
2�
2
�(�)

¢− (1− �)(��(�)− �0)
0�0�(�)

−1
2�
¡
�0�(�)Σ��(�)��(�)− �00Σ��(�)�0

¢
(17)

The three components on the right hand side attribute the certainty equivalent to compen-

sations for return enhancement, for liability hedge, and for risk diversification. These com-

ponents are both time and horizon dependent. The first term, (��(�)− �0)0
¡
��(�) +

1
2�
2
�

¢
,

reflects the compensation for the difference in expected return by investing in the sub-

optimal portfolio. The second term, −(1− �)(��(�)− �0)
0�0�, represents the compensation
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for a suboptimal liability hedge. The third term, −1
2� (�

0
�(�)Σ����(�)− �00Σ���0) accounts

for diversification of risks among alternative asset classes.

We use (17) to answer the question whether there is more than just stocks and bonds for

strategic asset allocation. We use the same certainty equivalence calculation to determine

the economic loss from choosing the strategic asset allocation in an "asset-only" context,

when the relevant criterion would be the "asset-liability" perspective with risky liabilities.

In the figures below we show the certainty equivalent as the percentage the initial funding

ratio should rise in order to compensate the investor for suboptimal investing: !�(�) =

100(exp( �(�))− 1). In other words it is the monetary compensation the investor requires
in dollar terms in order to put 100 dollars in �0 instead of the optimal portfolio ��(�).

Asset-only versus "asset-liability": does it really matter? Figure 6 indicates that it

does. It shows the benefits for an investor with risky liabilities if he solves the strategic

asset allocation in an liability context instead of an "asset-only" context. This is done

by deriving ��(�) as the optimal asset allocation from an "asset-liability" perspective as

in (11), whereas �0 is the optimal asset allocation from an "asset-only" perspective as in

(16). The certainty equivalent is positive and increases with the level of risk aversion and

the investment horizon. A more risk averse investor puts more emphasis on ignoring the

liability hedging qualities typically at longer horizons, because otherwise the mismatch risk

rises even further. The investor with a risk aversion of 20 requires a 2% higher initial funding

ratio if his investment horizon is 1 year. With a 25 years horizon he requires 33% more

to compensate for ignoring the liabilities in the asset allocation. With lower risk aversion

(� = 5) the compensation reduces to 5% at the 25 year horizon.

Figure 7 provides insights in the sources of the compensation: return enhancement,

liability hedge or risk diversification. The compensation for missed liability hedge oppor-

tunities is substantial at all horizons and dominates the certainty equivalent. The loss

to missed return opportunities is only relevant at longer horizons. In the "asset-liability"

framework the investor explicitly maximizes the return of the asset mix in excess of the lia-

bilities, whereas he maximizes the return on the asset mix in the "asset-only" context. The

"asset-liability" investor is worse off, however, in terms of risk diversification of the asset

mix itself. At short horizons the certainty equivalent is mainly attributed to the liability
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hedge part. At medium and longer horizons the attribution to the return enhancement part

becomes important as well. However, the required compensation for lost return and liability

hedge is partly undone by the better risk diversification in the "asset-only" portfolio.

Is there more in the investment universe than stocks and bonds? To answer this question

we compare ��(�) with a suboptimal portfolio that is restricted to T-bills, stocks and bonds

only. Figure 8 indicates that at the 1-year horizon a risk averse (� = 20) "asset-liability"

investor requires a lump sum of 2.2 dollars for each 100 dollars of initial investment to be

compensated for having to ignore credits and alternatives. The loss increases steadily with

the horizon to 78 dollars at a 25 year investment horizon. Alternatives and credits have

good liability hedge properties at medium and long investment horizons. The liability hedge

component in (17) dominates the certainty equivalent attribution, especially since the extra

return advantage of alternatives and credits is partly undone by their higher risk in the

asset mix itself.

Figure 9 summarizes and combines the two questions above. The costs of ignoring the

liabilities in the asset allocation are substantial and increase with the investment horizon.

The cost of investment constraints, which exclude credits and alternatives from the portfolio

choice, is even higher. We have seen that these asset classes are not only interesting from

a return enhancement perspective, but also for their liability hedging qualities.

5 Conclusions

This paper has studied the implications of horizon effects in volatilities and correlations

for stocks, bonds, T-bills, credits and alternatives (e.g. commodities, hedge funds and

listed real estate) on strategic asset allocation. The long-term investor can benefit from

both time diversification and cross-sectional risk diversification possibilities of these assets.

We have shown how inflation hedging qualities and real interest rate hedge properties of

the asset classes change with the investment horizon. This is particularly important for

"asset-liability" management where the investor has risky liabilities.

In a vector autoregressive model for return dynamics, stocks, bonds, credits, listed real

estate and the liabilities all exhibit mean reversion. Hardly any horizon effects are observed

in hedge funds and commodities.
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For both stocks and bonds we find that the correlations with alternatives first rise and

subsequently fall with the horizon. Credits move closely with bonds. Although commodities

do not exhibit time diversification properties, they are a good risk diversifier in the cross

section, since the correlation with stocks and bonds is low and sometimes even negative.

The T-bill is the best inflation hedge at all horizons. At longer horizons bonds and

credits are good inflation hedges as well, whereas the short term hedging qualities are poor

due to the inverse relationship between yield changes and bond prices. Stocks also turn out

to be a good inflation hedge only in the long. Both in the short and the long run commodity

prices move along with inflation, which makes them very attractive from an inflation hedge

perspective. Listed real estate behaves very much like stocks.

Risky liabilities are subject to real interest rate risk. We find that the real interest rate

hedge potentials of the asset classes change substantially with the investment horizon as

well. The best hedges are bonds, closely followed by credits. For listed real estate, stocks

and hedge funds we find that the real rate hedging qualities have a hump-shaped term

structure. The maximum correlation occurs at the 10-years horizon. Commodities have a

positive, but low correlation with the real interest rate.

In the optimal portfolio choice we have found that credits and bonds are more interesting

for an "asset-liability" than for an "asset-only" investor, due to the high correlation with

real rates. The high correlation with stocks in the medium and long-term combined with

the higher Sharpe ratio of stocks makes stocks more attractive than credits and bonds for

an "asset-only" investor. Although the low risk of T-bills makes them attractive for an

"asset-only" investor, its bad liability hedge qualities are dominant for the "asset-liability"

investor. Furthermore, we found that the weights in hedge funds, commodities and listed

real estate are quite insensitive against including the liabilities in the analysis. The high

sharpe ratio makes hedge funds very attractive from a return enhancement perspective.

Commodities are not only interesting for their high sharpe ratio, but also for their good

risk diversifying qualities. Listed real estate does not seem to add much in an already

diversified portfolio. They behave like stocks, but have a lower sharpe ratio.

Asset-only versus "asset-liability": does it really matter? We show that it does. The

costs of ignoring the liabilities in the asset allocation are substantial and increase with
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the investment horizon. For short investment horizons this is mainly attributed to the

liability hedge part. In addition, at medium and longer horizons the attribution to the

return enhancement part becomes important as well. However, the required compensation

for lost return and liability hedge is partly undone by the better risk diversification in the

"asset-only" portfolio.

Is there more in the investment universe than stocks and bonds? There certainly is. Al-

ternatives and credits are interesting from a liability hedge as well as a return enhancement

perspective. They have good liability-hedge properties at medium and long investment hori-

zons. The liability-hedge properties are the largest source of costs of suboptimal portfolios.

Appendix A Holding period risk and return

With �� defined by the first order VAR in (3), we can forward substitute to obtain ��+� as

��+� =

Ã
�−1X
�=0

Φ�
1

!
Φ0 +Φ

�
1�� +

�−1X
�=0

Φ�
1��+�−� (A1)

Therefore the "-period ahead forecast is

�̂�+�|� =
�−1X
�=0

Φ�
1Φ0 +Φ

�
1�� (A2)

For cumulative holding period returns over � periods we need #
(�)
�+� =

P�
�=1 ��+�, which has

expectation

#̂
(�)
� =

�X
�=1

Ã
�−1X
�=0

Φ�
1Φ0 +Φ

�
1��

!
(A3)

and forecast error

#
(�)
�+� − #̂

(�)
� =

�X
�=1

�−1X
�=0

Φ�
1��+�−� (A4)

The covariance matrix of the �-period errors follows as

Σ(�) =
�X

�=1

⎛⎝Ã�−1X
�=0

Φ�
1

!
Σ

Ã
�−1X
�=0

Φ�
1

!0⎞⎠ (A5)

For portfolio choice we are only interested in the risk properties of the (�+�) asset classes.

The ((�+�)× (�+�+ �+ 1)) selection matrix

S =
³
0+	��+1 $+	�+	

´
(A6)
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extracts the excess returns from the vector �. Expected excess returns are thus defined as

��(�) = S#̂
(�)
� (A7)

Similarly, the excess return covariance matrix is defined as

Σ��(�) = SΣ(�)S
0 (A8)

The variance as in (A5) is based on excess return. In some applications, however, we are

interested in the variance of the total (real) returns. To derive these variances we need the

alternative ((�+�+ 1)× (�+�+ �+ 1)) transformation matrix

T =

⎛⎝ 1 00��1 00+	�1

%+	 0+	�� $+	�+	

⎞⎠ (A9)
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Table 1: Summary Statistics

The table reports summary statistics over the entire sample that a series is available. The starting
quarter is given in the last column. The sample ends in 2003:IV. The average, standard deviations and
Sharpe Ratio (SR) are annualized. The remaining statistics are on a quarterly basis. XK is the excess
kurtosis. The mean log returns are adjusted by one-half their variance so that they reflect mean gross
returns.

Mean Stdev Sharpe Min Max Skew XK Start

Excess returns
Stocks (��) 7.04 15.89 0.44 -30.85 18.92 -0.92 1.80 1952:II
Bonds (��) 1.46 9.58 0.15 -18.56 18.26 0.26 2.29 1952:II
Credits (���) 1.67 8.75 0.19 -17.07 18.15 0.08 2.78 1952:II
Commodities (��	) 6.77 18.49 0.37 -23.86 42.03 0.30 2.30 1970:I
Real Estate (����) 4.86 16.85 0.29 -30.58 28.98 -0.38 1.93 1972:II
Hedge Funds (�
) 3.60 8.96 0.40 -13.29 15.11 0.15 2.83 1994:II
Liabilities (�0) 3.12 6.89 0.45 -9.27 14.58 0.48 1.77 1970:II

State variables
Real rate (���) 1.35 1.34 -1.58 2.59 0.08 1.32 1952:II
Dividend Yield (�	) -3.43 0.39 -4.50 -2.76 -0.86 0.52 1952:II
Nominal rate (��	) 5.11 1.36 0.15 3.55 0.93 1.12 1952:II
Term Spread (�	�) 1.21 0.59 -2.84 3.92 -0.09 0.40 1952:II
Credit Spread (
�) 1.55 0.32 0.30 3.42 0.38 -0.45 1952:II
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Table 2: VAR of core variables: Parameter estimates

The table reports parameter estimates of the VAR ��+1 = � + ��� + ��+1 with variables: 3
month tbill, 10-year bonds, stocks, dividend yield, nominal 3 month tbill, yield spread, and
credit spread. T-statistics are reported in parenthesis. The last column contains the �2 and
the p-value of the F-statistic of joint significance.

����� ���� ���� �	� ��	�� �	�� 
�� �2&	

�����+1 0.34 0.01 0.00 -0.16 0.35 0.43 -0.56 0.24
(4.71) (1.21) (0.23) (1.31) (3.57) (2.34) (1.49) (0.00)

����+1 -0.18 -0.03 -0.07 -0.56 1.20 5.16 -1.82 0.08
(0.33) (0.40) (1.68) (0.59) (1.58) (3.52) (0.62) (0.02)

����+1 0.67 0.03 0.04 5.25 -3.54 -0.57 10.44 0.10
(0.72) (0.20) (0.63) (3.35) (2.82) (0.24) (2.15) (0.00)

�	�+1 -0.01 -0.00 -0.00 0.95 0.03 0.02 -0.14 0.96
(0.80) (0.26) (0.67) (60.55) (2.63) (0.75) (2.86) (0.00)

��	��+1 -0.01 0.01 0.00 -0.01 1.03 0.19 -0.43 0.89
(0.54) (1.59) (1.63) (0.30) (27.90) (2.70) (3.01) (0.00)

�	��+1 0.02 -0.01 -0.00 0.03 -0.07 0.68 0.54 0.68
(0.82) (2.13) (0.95) (0.98) (2.52) (12.84) (5.01) (0.00)


��+1 -0.01 -0.00 -0.00 -0.04 0.05 0.06 0.78 0.79
(1.19) (1.41) (2.48) (2.31) (4.22) (2.50) (16.60) (0.00)

Table 3: VAR of core variables: Error correlation matrix

The table reports the error covariance matrix Σ�� of the VAR
��+1 = � + ��� + ��+1 with variables: 3 month tbill, 10 years
bonds, stocks, dividend yield, nominal 3 month tbill, yield spread,
and credit spread. Diagonal entries are standard deviations;
off-diagonal entries are correlations.

��� �� �� �	 ��	 �	� 
�

��� 0.58 – – – – – –
�� 0.40 4.60 – – – – –
�� 0.27 0.20 7.57 – – – –
�	 -0.29 -0.24 -0.95 0.08 – – –
��	 -0.35 -0.66 -0.07 0.13 0.22 – –
�	� 0.17 0.15 -0.03 -0.03 -0.83 0.17 –

� 0.14 0.61 -0.07 0.09 -0.28 -0.11 0.07
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Table 4: Excess return regressions

The table reports parameter estimates for the excess returns of the assets in the subset �2: credits (���),
commodities (���), listed real estate (����), hedge funds (��) and liabilities (�0). For each asset we report
the regression results after setting all insignificant coefficients in the general specification

�2	�+1 = � +�0��+1 +�1�� +	�2	� + 
�+1

equal to zero and after reparameterization. Reparameterization involves the first differences of the variables
�10 = �� + 
�� and ��. Explanatory variables in �� are the nominal T-bill rate (
��), the term spread
(��), the default spread (��), and the dividend price ratio (��). The last column reports the regression �2

and the �-value of the F-statistic of the zero restrictions with respect to the general model.

Contemporaneous Lagged

��� �� �� ��� ∆�10 ∆�� ��� �� ��� own �2��

��� – 0.53 0.04 – -16.06 -11.22 – 0.16 – -0.21 0.91
– (6.57) (3.33) – (5.09) (6.75) – (2.81) – (3.43) 0.22

��� -2.94 – -0.22 – – – 1.31 – – – 0.11
(2.57) – (2.36) – – – (1.17) – – – 0.86

���� – 0.23 0.56 7.51 – – – – -3.02 – 0.46
– (2.16) (8.26) (2.78) – – – – (1.11) – 0.12

�	 – – 0.30 – – – – – – – 0.35
– – (4.41) – – – – – – – 0.98

�0 -2.10 0.31 -0.06 – -10.78 – – – – – 0.81
(11.30) (2.83) (3.57) – (2.71) – – – – – 0.05

Table 5: Optimal Mean-Variance Portfolios

The table shows the optimal holdings for a buy-and-hold investor for four investment
horizons: 1, 5, 10, and 25 years. The left panel shows the weights of the global minimum
variance portfolio for the "asset-only" problem, while the right panel shows the weigths
of the liability hedging portfolio for the "asset-liability" problem.

Global Minimum Variance Liability Hedge

Horizon (years) 1 5 10 25 1 5 10 25

T-bills (���) 1.06 0.99 0.93 0.85 0.60 0.47 0.35 0.20
Bonds (��) 0.00 0.06 0.07 0.03 0.54 0.61 0.62 0.49
Stocks (��) -0.02 -0.04 -0.03 0.05 -0.11 -0.13 -0.12 0.08
Credits (���) -0.05 -0.04 0.00 0.04 -0.04 0.01 0.10 0.17
Commodities (��	) 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.07
Real estate (����) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00
Hedge funds (�
) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
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Table 6: Optimal portfolio choice

The table shows the optimal holdings for two types of investor ("asset-only" versus "asset-liability") for
four investment horizons (1, 5, 10, and 25 years) for three levels of risk aversion (� = 5, 10, 20).

Asset-only Asset-Liability

� Horizon (years) 1 5 10 25 1 5 10 25

5 T-bills (���) -1.16 -1.01 -1.04 -1.54 -0.79 -0.59 -0.57 -1.02
Bonds (��) 0.29 -0.46 -0.84 -0.56 -0.14 -0.90 -1.27 -0.92
Stocks (��) 0.45 0.76 1.17 1.68 0.53 0.84 1.24 1.66
Credits (���) 0.22 0.51 0.51 0.26 0.22 0.47 0.43 0.15
Commodities (��	) 0.58 0.57 0.55 0.51 0.57 0.55 0.54 0.48
Real estate (����) 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.04
Hedge funds (�
) 0.56 0.58 0.60 0.62 0.56 0.58 0.60 0.62

10 T-bills (���) -0.28 -0.27 -0.34 -0.67 0.14 0.20 0.18 -0.09
Bonds (��) 0.42 0.08 -0.11 -0.04 -0.07 -0.42 -0.60 -0.45
Stocks (��) 0.17 0.31 0.53 0.88 0.25 0.40 0.61 0.86
Credits (���) 0.09 0.26 0.31 0.21 0.08 0.22 0.22 0.09
Commodities (��	) 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.29 0.29 0.28 0.28 0.26
Real estate (����) 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02
Hedge funds (�
) 0.28 0.29 0.30 0.31 0.28 0.29 0.30 0.31

20 T-bills (���) 0.16 0.10 0.00 -0.23 0.60 0.60 0.56 0.38
Bonds (��) 0.48 0.34 0.25 0.23 -0.03 -0.18 -0.26 -0.21
Stocks (��) 0.03 0.09 0.20 0.48 0.11 0.18 0.29 0.46
Credits (���) 0.02 0.14 0.21 0.19 0.01 0.09 0.11 0.07
Commodities (��	) 0.16 0.17 0.17 0.18 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.14
Real estate (����) 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
Hedge funds (�
) 0.14 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.14 0.15 0.15 0.15

Table 7: Restricted Portfolios

The table shows the optimal holdings for two types of investor ("asset-only" versus "asset-liability")
for four investment horizons (1, 5, 10, and 25 years) with risk aversion � = 20, who is restricted to
invest in only T-bills, stocks and bonds.

Asset-only Asset-Liability

� Horizon (years) 1 5 10 25 1 5 10 25

20 T-bills (���) 0.48 0.41 0.31 0.07 0.91 0.89 0.83 0.64
Bonds (��) 0.49 0.49 0.47 0.41 -0.03 -0.08 -0.14 -0.13
Stocks (��) 0.03 0.10 0.22 0.52 0.12 0.20 0.30 0.49
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Figure 1: Annualized volatilities

Annualized volatilities of real asset returns and liabilities for a buy and hold investor
across different investment horizons (in quarters).
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Figure 2: Correlations with stocks

Correlations of real stocks with other real assets for a buy and hold investor across
different investment horizons (in quarters).
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Figure 3: Correlations with bonds

Correlations of real bonds with other real assets for a buy and hold investor across
different investment horizons (in quarters).
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Figure 4: Inflation hedge properties

Inflation hedge properties of nominal assets for a buy and hold investor across different
investment horizons (in quarters).
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Figure 5: Real rate hedge properties

Liability (i.e. real rate) hedge properties of real assets for a buy and hold investor across
different investment horizons (in quarters).
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Figure 6: Certainty Equivalent: Ignorance of Liabilities

Certainty equivalent in simple terms for a k-holding period investor, which indicates the
percentage increase in the intial funding ratio the investor with risky liabilities requires
as a lump sum for investing in the optimal portfolio choice in an "asset-only" context,
instead of the optimal portfolio choice in an "asset-liability" context. The log of the
certainty equivalent is based on (17).
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Figure 7: Certainty Equivalent Attribution: Ignorance of Liabilities

The log certainty equivalent is attributed to three parts: a return compensation, a
liability hedge compensation and a risk diversification compensation. This graph is based
on a k-holding period investor with risky liabilities and risk aversion 20 who chooses its
optimal portfolio in an "asset-only" context, instead of in an "asset-liability" context.
The log of the certainty equivalent is based on (17).
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Figure 8: Certainty Equivalent Attribution: Ignorance of Alternatives and Credits

The log certainty equivalent is attributed to three parts: a return compensation, a
liability hedge compensation and a risk diversification compensation. This graph is based
on a k-holding period investor with risky liabilities and risk aversion 20 who chooses
its optimal portfolio in an "asset-liability" context, but by only considering stocks and
treasuries, instead of also credits, commodities, real estate and hedge funds. The log of
the certainty equivalent is based on (17).
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Figure 9: Certainty Equivalent

Certainty equivalent in simple terms for a k-holding period investor, which indicates
the percentage increase in the intial funding ratio the investor with risky liabilities
requires as a lump sum for investing in a particular suboptimal portfolio, instead of the
optimal portfolio choice in an "asset-liability" context with stocks, treasuries, credits,
commodities, real estate and hedge funds. The log of the certainty equivalent is based on
(17).
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